Run Report Shower Cap Run.
( {Hares} Pussy Galore and Best n Less)
(Scribe Klinging)
OK so lets see, Shower cap run , Pussy and Best n Less, WHAT SORT OF F_CK UP will
this be???. Get to the Pub, Only Miles O’toole and Tinkerbell can be seen under the
pub awning, It was raining The start. Yep definitely shower cap weather. It was sort of
raining, Hard enough to need a pretty cap like Brenguns ‘Flower job’, or the sporty
version of the swimming cap I saw a few sporting jobs ready for the swim leg at
Noosa ..Where is everyone one else ? Answer, everyone else was trying to stand
under the Bottle shop back door awning, So what is the first rule of HASH ????
Snappy and Radar joined us under the big dry space, till the rain stoped , when all the
crowd suddenly appeared must have been 30 Hashers under there all trying not to be
Cosy. Not sure how Sperm Whale and Monty coped. GM Scruffy was in there also
probably trying to get some order to proceedings with his magic coles hand..
So after the rain stopped, we all gathered waiting for the Hares to tell us about the
run. Promises of ‘Run of the YEAR’, (unlikely) ‘Best On-oN’ (Even more unlikely). Well
Pussy started lying , and it just kept coming, finished by some Best n Less lies also.
“Easy to see marking”, “ only on one side of the road”, and other bollocks of untruths.
Anyway we all started with a gentle run down Arrol St. I saw the FRB’s running away
at an alarming pace. When almost the entire pack lead a turn left. Down hill, then up
again I stopped half way down, and so the trail was lost (not for the first time over
the rest of that night) an FT or a CB no one knew. Smart money like Scruffy and
Miles plus Buggs, who must have started late, waited at the top of the intersection.
Yep first false trail. So most of the pack got caught out.
Funny things happen when running around in hash, Multiple Choice with his eagle
eyesight spotted the trail a quick right turn into a lane way to Laverack Park pity that
in the packs haste they ran over the arrow. Both he and I found ourselves at the
front, it’s been years, should we run harder from now on. Nope fuc_ that. I can
report that the pack ran past us , but such is life. NEVER underestimate the power of
glasses, and his eyes to find the trail and the lower energy required for someone else
to find the trail in future …
Oh the hares like running up hills, so Buggs and Optus now at the front ‘order was reinstated’, we found ourselves crossing Stanley Tce, heading for the hills, The seven
hills bushland reserve, After a few more checks and not a re-groups in sight.
TinkerBell, Verbal Diarrhoea and Optus were persuaded to stop before we entered the
reserve. From a starting pack of 30 + we were down to 15., Luftwaffer and Multiple
gone and loads of others gone (SHORT CUTTERS) Miles O’toole was still around. Like
a good trail master I had marked the trail lead by the FRB’s didn’t see the lost
runners or back markers till I got back to the pub , must be a message in that for
me??
Again Up hill into the reserve, we ran, this time the trail was paper, now a soggy mess
on the ground, but easily seen. Couple of false trails on the sealed walking trail at
the top of the hill, which kept the small pack together. We ended up running out near
Bradbury St, a few more checks saw the pack again enter the bush land before Creek
road, then for me it was basically HOME Towards the Pub. A few hardy soles went off
looking for more trail, I think they were heading away from home towards a school, I
expect running around in circles looking for non existent trail Shame about the rain.
Verbal Diarrhoea and I headed for home, found the trail on the way back in.. Anyway
the front runners got home about 1 hour 10, stragglers were 10 minutes adrift…

The circle was called behind the pub, The HARES were not put on ICE which was a
shame given the trail was far too long…. And they deserved a little pain ..Bren Gun
rogered someone with his statue, (AGAIN), the seems to be a theme for him
Shit of the week Beach Ball ?? not sure maybe it was Radar
Run 6 /10 a bit too long and not enough Re-groups. Food well it was pub grub, and it
was late , so not too bad 7/10
On ON Klinging

